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Introduction

For decades Proton-Transfer-Reaction-Mass Spectrometry PTR-MS has been a
well-established analytical tool, characterized by high sensitivity, low Limit-of-
Detection (LoD) and short response time, for trace gas analysis in various
fields of application [1]. However, scientists working in the field of trace gas
detection have to face more and more challenges. They have to deal with
higher sample throughputs or have to investigate lower compound
concentrations which results in the need for a better instrument performance.
A efficient way to meet these demands is the improvement and optimization of
the ion transfer system between the PTR ionization region and the TOF mass
spectrometer [2], which leads to an increase of the instrumental sensitivity by
orders of magnitude.
Ion funnels are effective focusing devices in setups where ions have to be
transferred from high to low pressure regions. Thus, they are a perfect tool to be
installed in the transfer region between the drift tube and the mass spectrometer
of a PTR-MS instrument. Here we present a modular ion funnel adjacent to a
conventional drift tube. We show that branching ratios remain comparable to
PTR-MS instruments without an ion funnel while considerably boosting the
instrument's sensitivity.

Modular Ion Funnel

How does the RF field of the ion funnel influence the ion chemistry during the ionization process?
We analyzed the fragmentation pattern of compounds from which it is known that their product ion branching ratios strongly
depend on the reduced electric field in the drift tube (E/N). Two of such compounds, Octanal and Limonene, were measured
with and without ion funnel (see Figure 5). By adjusting the RF amplitude and the DC voltages of the ion funnel in the PTR-TOF
1000 ultra and the PTR-TOF 6000 X2 we could reproduce the branching ratios with an error lower than10%.
Our modular ion funnel clearly improves the instrumental sensitivity while not considerably changing the ion chemistry. Branching
ratios and calculated concentrations remain accurate.

Straight Forward Ion ChemistryIon Funnel Combined with Ion Guide 

Figure 4: Mass resolution for protonated Trichlorobenzene (m/z 181; left). The resolutions are calculated by the FWHM method.
Right: Nosespace data of a coffee study demonstrating the high mass resolution of PTR-TOF 6000 X2 in an example of use which
enables the identification of isobaric compounds in the coffee flavor.

Figure 1: The sensitivities (cps/ppbv) are obtained by analysis
of compounds from certified gas standards (TO-14A).
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Figure 2: Limit-of-Detection (LoD) is calculated using the 3σ
(standard deviation) method for integration times between 1
and 60 s.

Figure 5: Branching ratios of Octanal (left) and Limonene (right) vs. E/N (Td) comparing a PTR-TOF 1000 ultra with a PTR-TOF 1000 (left) and a PTR-TOF 6000 X2 (right) with the funnel turned on and off.
The ionization conditions and branching ratios stay comparable to other Ionicon PTR-MS instruments without an ion funnel.
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The PTR-TOF 6000 X2 (see schematic drawing on the left) is a novel in-
house built PTR-TOFMS instrument which combines the ION BOOSTER funnel
as well as the hexapole ION-GUIDE. These technical improvements result in
a sensitivity of more than 1000 cps/ppbv and a LOD lower than 1pptv (see
Figure 1 and 2).
By switching the ion funnel on and off, the dynamic range of the instrument
can be extended to very low and high substance concentrations, respectively
(Figure 3, measurement of Ethylbenzene).

 Ion-funnel technology: ION BOOSTER

 Series of ring electrodes with decreasing orifices and applied RF field

 Modular design  easy upgrading of existing PTR-MS instruments

 Focus of ions and supression of ion losses

 In-house built TOF mass spectrometer

Figure 3: Extension of the dynamic range by switching the
funnel on and off.
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